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Herefordshire & Worcestershire LPC – OPEN SESSIONS 

30th March 2017 – St. Richards Hospice, Wildwood Drive, Worcester, WR5 2QT 
 

Chair: Nitin Sodha (10.30 – 1.00PM) 

In Attendance: Fiona Lowe – CEO (FL); Nitin Sodha (NS); Jess Allen – Administrator (JA) 

LPC Members: Wayne Ryan (WR); Julie Sheldon (JS); Jethro Tull (JT); Steve Eggleston (SE); Akwal Singh 

(AS); Selina Gill (SG); Iona Muleady (IM); Mark Button (MB); Jenny Rose (JR); Caroline Edwards (CE); 

Peter Walker (PW); Am Tanday (AT) 

Apologies: Duncan Murray (DM); Marianne Tucker Martin (MTM); Am Tanday (AT) 

 

5) Feedback from Regional PSNC Meeting & Other Meetings (OPEN) 

PSNC - Discussions around review, waiting for what is going to happen. Brought up about whether 

PSNC should have reduction in their levy going forward and no consensus reached and so motion was 

agreed. 

In addition, there was a look at the chairs and secretary meeting in June, we need to send 

representation.  

Representations from NHS England, North Midlands, who have a different attitude from West 

Midlands, not all relevant to West Midlands Group. Proposal that meeting aligned with Cluster 

Meeting going forward. OMPOS discussions, west and north midlands. Covers 9 midlands and 3 in 

north staffs and Shropshire, interesting to see how to work differently. ONPOS an issue in several 

areas. Clinics, companies are sponsoring and filling up products, by passing supply chain. 

Minor Ailments - mixed response across 12 LPC, our CCGs are supporting. North Midlands NHS England 

active in commissioning whereas in West Midlands consider it is not their accountability and should 

only be done with CCG’s. Main purpose was to find out what is happening around the patch, get 

together or pick up some ideas from others. PSNC side, not particularly helpful. Healthcare together, 

trading name of PSNC provider arm support company, they have prospectus and website, useful 

information but have to go through contact form on website rather than directly access information. 

Going forward, suggestion is that they align it with cluster meeting for West Midlands, Scrutiny 

committee meeting, half a day doing PSNC, cluster and scrutiny all in 1 day. It doesn’t look like this 

will be achieved for the September Meeting.  

6) NUMSAS and NHSmail (OPEN) 

NUMSAS meant to have gone live in February but still not live yet. NHS 111 aiming in time for Easter. 

Decision made on 7th April depending on how many people have gone through sign up process 

whether it is viable across the area. Before you can sign up, you need NHSmail shared account. South 

got to Midlands, changed mind and must have shared account. If on rota day or 100-hour pharmacy 
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approached to get set up in advance in west midlands who are live. They want 150 across whole West 

Midlands, not all in same location. NHSmail sorted 1st, West Midlands knew only 30,000 for whole 

NHSMail across country, 3 each approximately, wanted to make sure rationed to that point. They are 

rationing again, shared mailbox and 1 log in and some not had at all. Some not got wording in title. 

Pushed for month to be done with local NHS England team and still waiting. Everyone applied for mail 

account by 1st February 2017, contacted by LPC and NHS England to ask if want to do NUMSAS, if yes 

in priority and if not then are on wait list. April 7th, will be looked at and see if they have 150 spread 

equally and then decide whether to go live. Emphasised referral, not just supply function. If you sign 

up, you get referral to deal with and you can’t deal with it for any reason, it is up to you to then pass 

onto NUMSAS pharmacy if don’t have stock, doesn’t met legal requirements must be passed onto Out 

of hours, can’t say you can’t do it. Get paid if can’t supply. SLA not read properly, pharmacy has to 

deal with patient and onward referral if NUMSAS not appropriate, can’t pass back to NHS 111.  

Mobile DOS, if set up you can see pharmacies with NUMSAS and other services for each pharmacy, 

you can see out of hour’s doctors and internal number, you have all facilities to support the patient. 

Comes up to 5 nearest NUMSAS. You have to go on and look at NUMSAS pharmacies. Contact centre 

not asking controlled drug, 10% wouldn’t be able to supply. They have to meet normal emergency 

supply criteria, be sure patient is on medication etc. NHS 111 email you personal data. 3 personal 

NHSmail Log ins for each pharmacy to the pharmacy shared mail box, so need at least one on duty 

when open.  

NHSE have not asked CCGs etc locally, discussed and they are uninformed. West Midlands urgent care 

set up has a clinical hub. If you dial in for urgent medication -  you dial in and get option to send down 

route towards NUMSAS, call handlers will direct people around medicine to clinical hub and if 

pharmacist speaks to them then they will do sense check to reduce numbers of inappropriate supplies. 

NHS 111 hoping it will go live in time for Easter. 20% calls to NHS 111 is to ask for repeat medication.  

NHS 111 lead for next 6 months for NUMSAS delivery, Jackie Buxton.  

ACTION LOG: Send details of Jackie to members.  

10) Selfcare consultation Worcestershire (OPEN) 

Response back by 12th April before next meeting. In essence, summary given to various areas they are 

going out to consultation about to not prescribe, one area is minor ailment service and knock on. NHSE 

agreed to pay for under 16 minor ailment service, Worcestershire & Herefordshire both said no. 

Understanding if goes through, CCG’s will take money off surgeries and recover it. If doctor writes it, 

CCG will take money off them. FL had to show federation and surgeries seemed unaware.  

SE: What happens? Patient still sees GP. GP recommending to buy something they can’t buy.  

FL: Survey not very good, need to fill in and then send back. LMC, GMC both worried. Distinguish 

between acute and chronic pain relief, chronic to provide and not acute. How policed by CCG is not 

issue.  

SE: Patients need to be re-educated on when to see GP 

JR: Biggest concern around pricing out. People who get free prescriptions, disabilities, young children, 

forcing to buy stuff and can’t afford to buy it. Bigger concern for people who cannot afford it and 

people don’t treat it and back at GP’s.  

PW: How do you stop people abusing the system?  
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FL: If had minor ailments for people in need, gives pharmacy the option to supply under it. Need tight 

minor ailment service. Some items are risky. Go back to say whilst we appreciate ambition of people 

using self-care when appropriate, some categories where self-care isn’t appropriate, much better 

results. Self-care, people pick up wrong thing or not worked, they will go back to GP, if supported 

through consultation then you might avoid the scenario.  

PW: Hay fever not treated unless referral 

JT: GP first port of call. Break down price to show. It is biased towards pharmacy.  

SE: How fewer prescriptions will generate? Will get rid of practice staff?  

FL: Idea will be that they can see patients with more complicated illnesses 

FL will feedback on selfcare to CCG. 

11) ONPOS Redditch and Bromsgrove (OPEN) 

ONPOS is being rolled around the county and being trialled elsewhere. Dressing supplies system, no 

prescriptions written by nurses. Nurses put order to pharmacy and come as online order to supply and 

deliver to patient’s home within 48 hours. Lead pharmacist is Anne Kingham. Tariff price + VAT. More 

administration and more work for pharmacists. Pharmacies can choose whether they want to be 

suppliers. NS: Counter argument, great idea and work but will cost CCG more. SE & FL exchanged 

emails with Anne Kingham but no real clarity. LPC action, build counter argument, write letter to effect 

to Anne. FL – Useful to understand if Herefordshire have made a saving? We need to understand, 

central point down to 12 different dressings in packs. Controlled mechanism to take away amount 

needed. Will fall down if don’t reuse. Will nurses turn up at pharmacy to get dressings? Out of stocks 

have been to chased. JT: Some pharmacies will be able to make it work with some margin on dressings 

if limited formulary and enough turnover and space.   

Action Log: All to find out some more information from current pharmacies in programme?   

12) Prescribing proposal South Worcestershire (OPEN) 

Gluten free 

Might be superseded by what is about to come out. Gluten free survey very biased and can’t collect 

importance. Baby milks included.  

JT: Stop residents going to another pharmacy outside of area to collect Gluten free items.  

Self-care will be responded to strongly supporting minor ailments / supported self-care. For gluten 

free, sip feeds, baby milk other experts will respond and other mechanisms considered. In all cases, 

all appropriately recommended specialist products should have a clear mechanism for patients to 

receive their supplies without putting at risk patients or leading to inequalities, whether by 

prescription or another route. GP terms of service should also be considered.  

Drug List 

Need plenty of notice before changes happen to get rid of current stocks. Changes pricing structure. 

Can’t push to generic. Seretide can only be used over 18’s for generic, need to look at licencing. What 

is consultation process for specialists? Need to let patients know beforehand. Risk assessment on 

drugs. Speak to hospital and see if we can get information on switch. Should all go through APC. Cost 
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effectiveness of switch. Once more clarity of final list and approach an implementation plan needs to 

be shared and an understanding of how exceptions will be made.  

13) Scrutiny & Oversight Committee Update & CHS Set up (OPEN) 

Next meeting 11th April  

Memorandum of association , circulated, funding list for setting up, director applications completed. 

Jackie Buxton, Michelle Dyoss, Len Dolton, Yvonne Goulding, Bruce Prentice. Introductions to 

committee Tuesday then will meet before task and finish group to sign documentation to launch. They 

will take over, scrutiny committee will do usual monthly meetings and come to present progress, task 

and finish group 3 months will assist with work behind scenes set up and interaction with sols. They 

take over and get feedback and report to see how they are running it. Control is withhold their funding 

in best interest of contractors. Have to be aware for 6 months we make nothing, not guarantee to win 

tender. Can recruit members. Support required from LPC, on ground we can give more leads to feed 

into them. Avoid conflict of interest with information coming from NHSE and other commissioners in 

advance of any tender process etc.  

May meeting we can update on what they have achieved at next meeting  

14) AOB, actions, newsletter articles and next steps, CCA report (OPEN) 

Hereford launched new contract for next 2 years on Pharmoutcomes, need to check. One overarching 

contract and appendices for each one to provide. Alison sent out information to FL.  

ACTION LOG: Hereford pharmacies to look at and come back with list of issues on new contract 

Pharmoutcomes 

IM, SE, JT to assist FL at LPC contractor event on 30th March  

JR & CE cannot attend 25th May LPC meeting  

 

Meeting Close  

 

Dates of next meetings: 

13th July (Community Room Waitrose 9.30-3), 28th Sept (St Richard’s), 23rd Nov (St Richard’s). AGM to 

be arranged in October as part of Contractor Event or as part of Sept meeting). 

25th January 2018; 22nd March 2018; 24th May 2018; 26th July 2018; 27th Sept 2018 (All booked at 

Community Room Waitrose, Worcester – provisionally 9.30-4) 

 


